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Lauren Sofka

How to Start:

1. Always begin with a rleep, full, low breath. Expand and fill the belly, the back, and the

lungs with air before belginning any note in this exercise'

2. Set metronome to quarter note : 60

-Begin practicing away from the flute, practice saying "Ha" with the metlonome

(onJ.,na" per beat), feel the ab muscles kick in (as if laughing) as you do this.

3. Next, practice blowirLg with your chin on the tube of the headjoint instead of on the

lip plate so that you 
"un 

h"ar your air flow (for demonstration see my YouTube video

here: hups://www.youtube.com/watch?v:NT4nfYJneqA/ ). Maintain your flute

embouchure and pulse last air in quarter notes at 60 BPMs'

**Avoid moving/changing yourjaw and/or lip position as you do this, keep your lips set,

jaw should be diopped,md relaxed if you want a full sound (no chewing to try and make

the vibrato hapPen).

4. Graduate to playing this same exercise on the lip plate (you may stalt with taking the

headjoint off first if thisr is easier for you, once the exercise is comfortable on the

headjoint, you can then attach the headjoint to the flute and play the exercise beginning

on a-'C' in the staff. Actively pulse the fast air, the slow air in between the pulses should

happen automatically, rLo lip/jaw adjustment is necessary'

**Ifvibrato sounds unc;lear, try separating the pulses (the "ha's") with breath attacks

while keeping the embouchure set, after that make the breath attacks slightly longer to

string the pulses of air l.ogether. This will create more definition. (Remember keep the

jaw and the lips set, no chewing here either).

5. Finally graduate to doing the same exercise on 8th notes and then triplets, once that is

comfortable, move the metronome to 80 BPMs and repeat steps 1-5 at this tempo, you

may gradually work the metronome up all the way to 120 BPMs as you become more

confident with this exercise.

**One last warning, as you play vibrato on the hilgher notes, keep the jaw droPPed and

bring the top lip down ;end out (as if rolling the top

part of the lip) closer to the embouchure hole. T'his
lip out and playing on the u'et/inside
will keep your high notes from

sounding tight or tense.
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After you've mastered this exercise at 60 BPMs, grradually
speed over time to 70,80, and eventually up to 120 BPMs.
into the faster tempi until you feel completely cornLfortable

increase the metronome
Be patient and avoid rushi
with the tempo you erre at.
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